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Health Story supported guides in blue
Project Goals

- Update and harmonize C32 while addressing known issues (ambiguity, gaps, etc.)
  - initially, those issues identified by ONC and required for Meaningful Use (open technical issues from HITSP, etc.)
  - next, those reused in Health Story
  - finally, if time allows, full set of CCD/C32 templates
- Proof of concept for model-driven, structured tools supporting easy to use developer documentation
- Rapid demonstration of templated CDA as a data element centric paradigm for health information exchange
Consolidation Project Scope

- **HL7 Project Scope Statement**

- **Success criteria**
  - Publication as DSTU in time for recognition under the next stage of Meaningful Use
  - Subsequent adoption across the industry
  - Development of related International Guides should follow

- **Note:** revisions to source specifications not required by consolidation are out of scope
Key Participants

Approximately 140 volunteers participating in weekly calls and offline work
Ballot Reconciliation

- 100 + voters submitted over 500 comments
  - 265 affirmative comments
  - 274 negative comments

- Upcoming reconciliation sessions
  - Tuesday Q3/Q4
  - Wednesday Q2/Q3
  - Thursday Q1/Q3
CHWG Input

- Review the ballot
- Participate in the SDWG reconciliation calls
  - Volunteer to support analysis
  - Review ballot reconciliation comments.
- Learn about existing work to prevent duplication of work
Contact Information

- Primary points of contact
  - Lantana:
    - Liora Alschuler (liora.alschuler@lantanagroup.com)
    - Brett Marquard (brett.marquard@lantanagroup.com)
  - Deloitte
    - Erik Pupo (erpupo@deloitte.com)
    - Jas Singh (jassingh3@deloitte.com)
  - OHT: Dave Carlson (dcarlson@xmlmodeling.com)
  - Wiki: CDA Implementation Guide Consolidation Project Wiki